Introducing Cantivex® Shelving Systems

Introducing the all new revolutionary Cantivex® wall mount storage system from Novalok.
The Novalok Cantivex® system is a revolutionary fully modular wall mounted storage system. Designed and developed over the last 5
years as a result of extensive market research into the existing practices and efficiencies of storage within sterile environments world-wide.
Cantivex® is especially developed for the demanding healthcare and sterile laboratory environment but could also be used potentially in
many other applications.
Incorporating a unique epoxy powdercoated aluminum inconspicuous top “Pendent” mounting rail and base “Fender” anchor rail (attached
as a part of the wall lining from construction stage or retro fitted afterwards) the Cantivex® storage rail system can cover the entire length
of a wall or just part of. The Cantivex® system allows mounting of shelves, cabinets, benches, IV equipment and many other fixtures at any
point along a wall without the need to accommodate internal wall fixing points or hidden feeder pipes or wires.
Novalok can design and supply a complete package deal for your needs. CALL US TODAY!

Why Cantivex®

The new Cantivex system is fully modular and built to last.
Cantivex incorporates New Zealand’s most popular Novex shelf panel that has been specifically designed for the demanding sterile environment
within the healthcare sector. The Cantivex system is not only aesthetically pleasing, but also robust and practical. Shelves are adjustable in 50mm
increments vertically, with cantilevering shelves, able to clip in either horizontally or clopping forward for easy product access.
Cantivex is already in use in a number of public healthcare facilities and is currently being specified into contracts by architects nationwide.
Architects and customers New Zealand wide who have been introduced to this exciting new concept have all immediately grasped the fact that
cantilever fills a real gap in the market. Simple to install, easy to use and compliant with strict New Zealand hygiene and sterile codes of practice.
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